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To 31 May 2022 1month 3months 6months 1yr Inception* 

Quest X20 Aust Equities Fund -4.4% -0.3% -7.8% N/A -10.7% 

ASX300 Acc. ex ASX20 index -4.3% +0.3% -4.0% N/A -4.2% 

Value added -0.1% -0.6% -3.8% N/A -6.5% 

  * Inception 19 October 2021. Fund performance and value added is net of all fees. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. 

Total holdings 40 

Non-benchmark holdings 11 

Tracking error 5.3% 

Active share 78% 

Stock specific risk 72% of active risk 

Earnings growth (1yr fwd) 62% pa 

ROE 19.0% 

Beta 1.0 

P/E (1yr fwd) 19.9x 

Dividend yield (1yr fwd) 2.7% 

Source: Bloomberg (some stocks excluded) 

 

Inception 19 October 2021 

Benchmark S&P/ASX300 ex 20 Index 

No. of holdings 20 - 40 

Typical cash weight 3 - 10% 

Investment horizon 3 - 5 years 

Portfolio Manager Troy Cairns 

How to invest Click here for the PDS. 
 
 

 

Invest with Experience 
 

In contrast to recent months Australia underperformed 
global markets which were, in most cases, up during May. The 
broad ASX300 index was down -2.8% after the first rate rise 
from the RBA since 2010. However, over the course of the 
calendar year Australian stocks have done better with the 
ASX300 index -3% versus S&P 500 -14% and NASDAQ-26%. 

Once again resources were the strongest sector aided by 
easing COVID restrictions and perhaps more stimulus in 
China. REITS and technology stocks were belted as the reality 
of higher interest rates hit home, ending three decades of 
falling rates augmented by money printing. Defensive sectors 
and larger stocks did better than cyclicals and smaller stocks, 
driven by rising fears of recession. The Australian election 
came and went, delivering a new Labor Government and 
expectations of more action to combat climate change.  

The Ex-20 benchmark was down -4.3%. The Quest X20 
portfolio returned -4.4%.  

The portfolio continues to be buffeted by global uncertainties 
which have an outsized impact on mid and smaller cap stocks, 
as well as growth-oriented businesses. However, as noted 
previously we have a significant tilt to larger cap stocks and 
value-oriented, low PE holdings. This helps mitigate some of 
the pain felt at the portfolio level when market risks are high. 

Our resource holdings performed well with lithium stocks 
Allkem (+10%), Pilbara Minerals (+7%) and Mineral 
Resources (+10%) strong, along with Stanmore Resources 
(+10%) and Karoon Energy (+11%). Other good 
contributions came from Immutep (+19%) following clinical 
results and Xero (+15% from purchase during the month). 

We added Tabcorp prior to it demerging into two component 
stocks: Lottery Corporation, holding long-dated licences in 
lotteries and Keno and Tabcorp Holdings, the wagering 
business. The market appeared to under-value Tabcorp prior 
to separation. Following the demerger, the combined 
businesses were worth 8% more. We sold our stub in the 
smaller wagering business and topped up Lottery Corp. 

The biggest drags were small caps Atomos (-60%), Catapult  
(-30%), Corporate Travel (-15%) and Credit Corp. (-15%). 

The pain felt in the market is widespread. New investments 
have been cautiously added to the portfolio. We invested 
profits from exits in Cochlear and Nine Ent. into Tabcorp and 
a small holding in Xero. Cash sits at 7%, leaving room to 
invest further.  

Allkem, Resmed, Mineral Resources, Lottery Corporation, 
Stanmore Resources, Immutep, Xero 

Atomos, Catapult, Corporate Travel, Ventia, Charter Hall, 
Credit Corp. People Infrastructure, Silk Laser, Breville 

X20 
Unit Trust 

https://www.eqt.com.au/corporates-and-fund-managers/fund-managers/institutional-funds/institutional-fund-manager?f=868afeee-d06d-48e4-95ba-044a57be444d
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Cash, 
7%

Small-cap, 
12%

(10 stocks)

Mid-cap, 
52%

(21 stocks)

Large, 30%
(9 stocks)

  

The Quest X20 Portfolio is a Unit Trust, actively managed by 
Quest Asset Partners. The Portfolio comprises between 20 
and 40 securities and aims to outperform the S&P/ASX 300 
index excluding the 20 largest companies. This Unit Trust is 
managed in the same way as the Quest Ex-20 SMA 
(Separately Managed Account) which was established in 
January 2017. Performance for the Quest Ex-20 SMA is 
available on request. 

The Portfolio will have significant exposure to mid and small-
capitalised stocks benefiting from our proven investment 
process and experience with smaller companies. 

The assessment of business quality is fundamental to the 
Quest investment process. We aim to identify companies that 
can deliver good returns on invested capital and sustain those 
returns through time. Quest has a long track record of 
investment performance leveraging this process.  

The portfolio will typically have a bias to companies with 
growth characteristics (revenue, earnings and return on 
equity) and can be expected to have significant exposure to 
companies not in the benchmark. Both these exposures will 
vary through time as opportunities arise.  

Portfolio risk is actively managed with a focus on capital 
preservation. 

Equity Trustees Limited (“Equity Trustees”) ABN 46 004 031 298 | AFSL 240975, is the Responsible Entity for the Quest X20 Australian Equities Fund ("the Fund"). Equity Trustees 
is a subsidiary of EQT Holdings Limited (ABN 22 607 797 615), a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX: EQT). The Investment Manager for the 
Fund is Quest Asset Partners Pty Ltd ("Quest") (ABN 47 109 448 802), AFSL 279 207. This publication has been prepared by Quest to provide you with general information only. 
In preparing this document, Quest did not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person. It is not intended to take the 
place of professional advice and you should not take action on specific issues in reliance on this information. Neither Quest, Equity Trustees nor any of their related parties, their 
employees or directors, provide any warranty of accuracy or reliability in relation to such information or accepts any liability to any person who relies on it. Past performance should 
not be taken as an indicator of future performance. You should consider the Product Disclosure Statement (“PDS”) before making a decision about whether to invest in this product. 

Quest X20 Australian Equities Fund’s Target Market Determination is available here www.eqt.com.au/insto. A Target Market Determination describes who this financial product 
is likely to be appropriate for (i.e. the target market), and any conditions around how the product can be distributed to investors. It also describes the events or circumstances where 
the Target Market Determination for this financial product may need to be reviewed. 

 

IGO Ramsay 
Resmed The Lottery Corporation  

Allkem ALS 
HomeCo Daily Needs REIT Ventia   

Accent Catapult 
Credit Corp Silk Laser Australia  

 

Head of Distribution 
Simon Wu  ph.0432 331 324 
Email:  swu@questap.com.au 
 
Portfolio Manager 
Troy Cairns ph.02 9409 2303  
Email:  tcairns@questap.com.au 
 
Swapan Pandya  ph.02 9409 2302 
Email:  spandya@questap.com.au 
 

* Not complete 
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